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Abstract

The algebra, generated by the i-matrices as introduced by Dirac in order to describe the
behaviour of electrons, turned out to be a faithful matrix representation of the real Clifford
algebra of 4-dimensional Minkowski space-time M. As remarked by D. Hestenes it is possible
indeed to give a matrix free treatment of the electromagnetic and the electro-weak fields. In
this paper we give a survey of algebraic structures of the Clifford algebra of M. Current field
theories are based on such structures.
In Section 1 we discuss the product structures and the involutions.
In Section 2 the complex structures are discussed. They are based on the choice of a fixed
unit pseudoscalar " ("orientation").
In Section 3 we investigate algebraic structures depending on the choice of a fixed timelike
vector e ("time-axis"). We find that the Lie algebras su(2) and su(2) X u(l) are isomorphic
to substructures of the Clifford algebra. The Lie algebra su(3) can be rendered by the skew
Hermitean traceless part of the tensor product of bivectors.
In Section 4 the minimal ideals are discussed; they depend on the choice of a fixed spacelike
vector v ("z-axis").
Finally the interplay of these ideals with the Lie group SU(2) is studied.
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o. Preliminaries

0.1 The real algebra of (4 x 4)-matrices generated by Diracs "'(-matrices is a faithful matrix
representation of the real Clifford algebra of 4-dimensional Minkowski space- time M.
As detected by Hestenes in a number of papers it is possible indeed to deal with the
electromagnetic, the weak and the strong fields in a matrixfree way by using this Clif
ford algebra. Compare [2].
In this paper we present a coherent survey of algebraic properties of this Clifford al
gebra. In a sequel to this paper these algebraic properties will be fundamental in the
description of current field theories. To start as close as possible to the original ideas
of Dirac we open with a brief introduction using a Lorentz basis {eo, ell e2, ea} for M.

0.2 Let M denote Minkowski space-time, endowed with an indefinite quadratic form Q which
with respect to a Lorentz basis {eo, ell e2, ea} has the form

, x EM.

We want to define a multiplication of vectors in M satisfying the rule x2 = Q(x).
Writing x = Xo eo +Xl el +X2 e2 +xa ea one finds

equivalent with

k,l = 0,1,2,3.

This construction involves an extension of M to a 24-dimensional algebra which is the
real Clifford algebra of M. Following Hestenes [2] we call it STA, which stands for
space-time algebra. (In Section 1.1 STA will be introduced in a coordinate free way.)
The elements of STA are called multivectors. Using the Einstein convention they can
be written (with 16 parameters) as

k < I < m

We also write

and k,l,m=0,1,2,3.

x=s+v+b+t+p

(and STA = S +V +B +T +P) where x E STA, s E S, v E V and so on, and

s = a is the scalar part of x ,
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v = ale ele is the vectorial part of x ,

b = aiel ele e, is the bivectorial part of x ,

t =a le1m ele e, em is the trivectorial part of x and

p = (3 eo e1 e2 es is the pseudoscalar part of x .

The dimensions of S, V, B, T and Pare ( : ), k = 0,1,2,3,4 respectively.

0.3 Sometimes it is convenient to represent STA by matrices. Historically the basis vectors
eO,e1,e2,eS are represented by the unitary matrices lO,')'1,')'2,')'S (the Dirac matrices)
given by

where

J.2 --(0101 ) and CTIe are the Pauli matrices

CT1 = (~ ~), CT2 = (~ ~i), CTS = (~ ~1)

One should not confuse the 16-dimensional (real) Clifford algebra, just introduced, and
the 32-dimensional complex Dirac algebra as used in field theories. The latter is iso
morphic with the algebra of complex (4 X 4)-matrices C(4).

Another matrix representation for STA, which follows from general considerations in
Clifford algebra theory, is the algebra of (2 x2)-matrices over the field of quaternions IH.

In this case the basis vectors eo, et, e2, es correspond to (~ ~1) and (i~ i;),

iI = -1, k = 1,2,3.
This representation corresponds to the (4 X 4)-matrix representation

,_(12 0)
10 - 0 -1

2

, _ ( 0 iCTIe)
lie - iCTIe 0 k = 1,2,3 .

S lie S-l, k = 0,1,2,3 where the unitary matrix S is given by
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1. General structures of STA

1.1 We now consider the 4-dimensional space-time continuum (Minkowski space M) as a
real vector space with non-degenerate quadratic form Q(.) with Witt index = 1-
Let T denote the tensor algebra E ®lc M of M and I the ideal in T generated by the
elements x ® x - Q(x)· 1, where x E M.
The Clifford algebra of M is defined by Ch,s := T / I.
Note that this construction agrees with the heuristic construction mentioned in Section
0.2.

1.2 Writing STA = S +V +B +T +P, S +P:= C, for v E V, b E B, t E T and pEP one
finds v2 E S, b2 E C, t 2 E Sand p2 E S (p2 ~ 0). A bivector b is called elementary if
b2 E Sand

timelike if b2 > 0 ,

isotropic if b2 = 0 ,

spacelike if b2 < 0 .

1.3 Incidentally we also write

instead of

X=s+v+p+t+p.

In [3] it is shown that the product Xlc tl can be written as

m=Hlc+1-llc-lI)

Xlc tl = L: (Xlc tl)llc-II+2m .
m=O

A special role is played by the first and the last term in this expression: One introduces
the multiplication operators· and A by

if kl = 0

if kl =F 0

In general
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x .y = I: X It · '.Y, ,
le,l

X 1\ Y =I: XIt 1\ '.Y" x,Y E STA .
le,l

In particular one finds for vectors and bivectors (see [3] and (6])

2. vb = v 1\ b+ v . b

bv = v 1\ b - v . b

v . b = ~ (vb - bv) E V

v 1\ b = i(vb +bv) E T

v· b = -b· v

vl\b=bl\v

bv = b 1\ v +b . v, v E V, b E B .

1.4 The set of bivectors B is a real 6-dimensional simple Lie algebra with the operation
[bi , b2 ] = bi b2 - b2 bi . Straightforward calculations yield the following properties for
bt,b2 E B

a) bi b2 = S +p + i[bt, b2 ] and thence

b2 bi = S +p - i [bi , b2 ]

b) bi b2 = b2 bi iff bi = C b2 , c E C
bi b2 = -b2 bi iff bi b2 E B .

1.5 With the operation [x, y] = xy - yx with x, y E STA one can consider STA as a Lie
algebra over JR.
The next table gives the results of Lie multiplication for the special classes of multivec
tors.
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[., .] 8 V B T P
8 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 B V P T
B 0 V B T 0
T 0 P T B V
P 0 T 0 V 0

In the table one can read that V +B +T +P is an ideal and that B, B +V, B +T
and 8 +P are sub Lie algebras.

1.6 Let x = s +v +b+ t +pESTA.
The map x I-t x where

x=s-v+b-t+p

is called inversion or main involution. Its most essential properties are x = x and
xy = xy.
The even part 8 +B +P of STA and the odd part V +T of STA can be characterized
respectively as the sets consisting ofthe elements ~(x + x) and ~(x - x), x E STA.

The map x I-t x where

x=s+v-b-t+p

is called reversion or main anti-involution. Its most essential properties are i = x and
xy = fiX.
Using the reversion one can introduce the real, symmetric and indefinite scalar product
< .,. > on STA by defining

< x, y >= (xY)o

where (xY)o means the scalar part of xy. Indeed one finds the properties

i) < x, 01Y1 + 02Y2 >= 01 < X,Y1 > +02 < X,Y2 > ,

ii) < X,Y >=< Y,X >.

Property i) is obvious and property ii) can be proved as follows:

xy = yx whence (xy)o = (yx)o = (yx)o

whence < x, y >=< y,x >.

1.7 Exploiting an orthonormal basis {eo, et, e2, e3} one finds

a) x I-t X reflects the order of the basis vectors, e.g. el'e2 = e2e1.

b) STA ~ IR16 with symmetry group 80(6,10).

c) The even subalgebra 8 +B +P ~ IR8 with symmetry group 80(4,4) and the odd
subset V +T ~ IR8 with symmetry group 80(2,6).
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2. Structures of STA depending on the pseudoscalar "

2.1 Given an orthonormal basis {eo, el, e2, e3} for M one can define

with properties

a) L2 = -1

b) LX=XL, xESTA,

that is to say L commutes with the even part of STA and anticommutes with the odd
part. The pseudoscalar L depends on the orientation of M. There are two possibilities:
With respect to another orthonormal basis {e~, e~, e~, e~} we find L' = ±L (compare the
determinant in linear algebra).
Next we find (dependent on the choice of L)

P = LS and hence P ~ lR (S = 1R)

T = LV and hence T ~ V (V ~ M)

S+P=C~C.

Finally one finds P ~ u(l) and corresponding to eaL = cos a + L sin a also eP ~

U(l), a E S.

2.2 Given b E B we want to understand what eb means. Our appreciation is based on the
following property.
Let b E B, then there is a unique decomposition b = b1 + b2 where b1 and b2 are ele
mentary, b~ ~ 0, b~ ::; 0 and b1 b2 = b2 b1.

Proof: Write b2 = p e2'(JL, then define b1 =b cos t.p e-'(JL and b2 = Lb sin t.p e-'(JL. 0

Now put b~ = a 2, with a > 0 and define b1 = aJ with J2 = l.
Note that eb1 = eaJ := cosh a + J sinh a. Similarly put b~ = -{3~, {3 > 0 and define
b2 = {31 with 12 = -l.
Note that e~ = e~I =cos {3 +1 sin {3. Because of b1 b2 =b2b1 we find eb = eb1 +b:l :=
eb1 eb:l, bEB.

2.3 The Hodge map * is a bijection between k-forms and (n - k )-forms which depends on
the choice of the orientation and the inner product of the underlying n-dimensional
vectorspace. See [1]. In the STA-context one finds
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*x = -x t, x E STA .

For the details and the laborious calculations see [6].

2.4 Remarks:

1. STA with the operation [x, y] = xy - yx is not a complex Lie algebra because the
odd part of STA anticommutes with t.

In contradistinction to this the even part of STA is a complex Lie algebra (with B
as an ideal).

2. The even subalgebra of STA can be represented by the algebra of complex (2 X 2)
matrices C(2). The basis dependent isomorphism "p is given by "p(ele eo) = UIe, k =
1,2,3.

3. Structures of STA depending on " and the choice of a unit
timelike vector e

3.1 Let us consider in some detail the Lie algebra of bivectors B.
First we fix a unit timelike vector e (e 2 = 1). For example one could take the first
vector eo of a Lorentz basis. Starting from the chosen e the linear subspaces U and H
of B are defined as follows:

U={bEBlbe=eb},

H={bEBlbe=-eb}.

One can decompose

b= ~(b+ebe)+~(b-ebe) , bEB

where Hb+ebe) E U and l(b-ebe) E H.
We also write

B=i(B+eBe)+l(B-eBe)=U+H.

Using t e =e t one finds further H = t U and U = tH.
If an orthonormal basis is used and ife = eo then U and H are generated by {e2 ea, ea el, el e2}
and {el eo, e2 eo, ea eo} respectively.
Note that U consists entirely of spacelike elementary bivectors and that H consists en
tirely of timelike elementary bivectors (u2 < 0, h2 > 0). Because [U, U] C U, U is a sub
Lie algebra of B ([H, H) c U, hence H is not). Since (e2 ea? = (ea el)2 = (el e2? = -1
one has S +U ~ lEI, the field of quaternions. Finally we mention that U ~ 8u(2) as a
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real Lie algebra and eU ~ 8U(2) as a Lie group. In 2.1 we met the property eP ~ U(I)
and because U and P commute, also the Lie group 8U(2) x U(I) can be considered as
a subgroup of the invertible elements of STA (note again that the isomorphism depends
on the choices of £ and e).
The subgroup 8U(2) x U(I) plays a fundamental role in the theory of electroweak fields.
Compare [2].

3.2 For the "Y-matrices "Yo, "Y1, "Y2, "Y3 one has "YJ = "Yo and "Yl = -"YIe, k = 1,2,3 whence one
finds "Yt = "Yo "Yle "Yo, k = 0,1,2,3. Inspired by this last relation we define the operation
x t-+ x t for x E STA by

with obvious properties (xt)t = x and x t yt = (yx)t.
Note that in case x E 8 +P =C one has that x t equals the "complex conjugate" x of
x.
For u E U one finds that u t = -u and for h E H that h' = h. The introduction of the
operation t enables us to introduce a positive definite scalar product (x, y), defined as

(x, y) = (x t Y)o .

Hence we find that STA is isomorphic to ]R16 with symmetry group 80(16). Indeed
one can calculate that

i) (x, 01 Y1 + 02 Y2) = 01 (x, Y1) +02 (x, Y2) ,

ii) (x, y) = (y, x) ,

iii) (x, x) > 0 for x i: 0

(x, x) =0 for x =0 .

3.3 Using P = £8, T = tV, H = tU one can write

STA = 8 +V +U + £(8 +V +U) .

This splitting is orthogonal with respect to < x, Y > and (x, y). Essential for the proofs
is that (U1 £ U2)0 = 0 for Ull U2 E U.

As a consequence one can consider STA as an 8-dimensional complex vector space.
Note however that there is both a right and a left version because £ and 8 +V +U do
not commute. In this paper we stick to the left version.
Next we provide STA with a "complex" scalar product. To that end we need the
following properties of multivectors.
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a) (xY)o = (yx)o x,y E STA.

The proof can e.g. be found in [3]

Proof: (XY)4 = -(LXY)O = -(YLX)O = -(YXL)O = (YX)4 and because yx = yx one has
(YX)4 = (YX)4' 0

c) (XY)4 = (YX)4 if x or y is even

(XY)4 = -(YX)4 if x or Y is odd.

Property c) is an immediate consequence of property b).

Let us now introduce the "complex" scalar product (".) by

Indeed one finds the properties

ii) (x,y) = (y,x) = (xty)o - (X tY)4

iii) (x, x) > 0 for x i- 0

(x, x) = 0 for x =0 .

Property i) is obvious, ii) follows from a~ = ao and al = -a4 for a E STA. From ii) it
follows that (X t X)4 = 0 whence (x,x) = (xtx)o ~ 0 and thence property iii). Compare
Section 3.2. With the complex scalar product the even subalgebra S + B +P of STA
has SU(4) as its symmetry group.
In particular the real 6-dimensional Lie algebra B can be considered as a complex 3

dimensional Lie algebra with symmetry group SU(3).

3.4 In the Sections 2.1 and 3.1 we mentioned the isomorphy of the Lie algebras u(l) and P
and of su(2) and U. In this section we deal with the Lie algebra su(3) in relation to
STA.
In fact we show that su(3) can be rendered by the skew Hermitean traceless part of the
tensor product B 0 B.
In order to prove this we write B = H +LH and choose a basis {hI, h2 , h3 } in H with
property [hie, hz] = 2 L €leZm hm , for example hie = ele eo, k = 1,2,3.
In most literature a basis for su(3) is given by the skew-symmetric and traceless matrices
i ).1, ... ,i ).8 where
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~,= 0~ n
~.= 0~ n
~7= (H ~i)

~2 = (! ~i n ~3 =0~1 n
~. = (; ~ ~i) ~. =0~ !)

~.= ~ 0! ~2)
In general a Hermitean (n X n )-matrix A can be decomposed as

A=iB+C+D

with B, C, D real, B antisymmetric, C symmetric and with Cii = 0, i = 1 ... nand D
diagonal i.e. dij = 0, i -:f; j. Let elel be the matrix with element 1 at the (kl)-th place
and 0 elsewhere, then we can write

n

A = L (aiel - i blel ) elel .
1e,1=1

Any matrix A which is Hermitean and traceless, that is to say aiel = aile, blel = -bue and
Ek=l alele = 0 can be decomposed as A = EIe<1 i blel (elel - elle) +EIe<1 aiel (elel + elle) +
E;:.-:: (EI:51e all) (elele - eleH,leH)'

Example 1. n = 2. The Pauli matrices

(
all an - i bn ) b (0 -i) (0 1) (1 0)

an + ibn -all = 12 i 0 +an 1 0 +all 0 -1

Example 2. n = 3. The Gell'mann-matrices

al3 - ib13 )
a23 - ib23 =
-all - a22

b" (! -z n+b
13 Uo-i) Coo )0 o 0 + b23 0 0 - i +

0 o 0 0 i 0

a"01 n+
a13O

0

~) +an00

!)+0 0 0
0 0 1
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~1 ~) + (au +a22) (~ ~ ~)-
o 0 0 0 -1 -

Next we need the map ad: B x B -+ B given by

with properties

and also

the latter being again a guise of Jacobi.
Using the basis {hI, h2 , hs } one can write

u0

~l)ad hI = 2 L 0
1

Ul 0 nad h2 = 2 L 0
0

0-1 nadhs = 2L 0
0

Remarks.

1. After identification of i and L one finds ad hI = 2 A7' ad h2 = -2 A5' ad hs = 2 A2'

2. [ad hie, ad hz] = ad[hle' hz] =2 L £lclm ad hm • Clearly hie and ad hie, considered as a Lie
algebra structure, obey the same rules.

3. ad hie, k = 1,2,3 represent the Lie algebra 80(3) and as known 80(3) ~ 8u(2).

In 3.3 we introduced the complex scalar product
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on the even subalgebra S+B+P of STA. In the subset B this scalar product corresponds
to

(x, y) = 1tT (ad x t ad y) .

Note that (hie, hi) = 6lel and hence we find for the dual basis {hI, h2
, h3

} that
hie = hie, k=1,2,3.

Further we need the tensor product B 18) B of B.
On the basis {h1 , h2 , h3 } one can write

aiel hie 18) hi E B 18) B .

The action of B 18) B on B is as follows:

that is to say hie 18) hi = flel, k,l = 1,2,3 and generally one can write

or written in components

The operators ad B and B 18) B are connected by the relation

ad hie ad hi = 4 6'1e /3 - 4 hi 18) hie, k, I = 1,2,3 .

In particular for traceless matrices (olel) this yields:

whence

Finally we present the generators Al, ... , As of su(3), expressed in B 18) B and ad B:
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-1
= M (ad hI ad hI + ad h2 ad h2 - 2 ad h3 ad h3 ) •

4y3

4. Structures of STA depending on t, e and the choice of a unit vector v
orthogonal to e

4.1 It follows from the general theory of Clifford algebras that STA can be decomposed
in two minimal left ideals. They are generated by the primitive idempotents of STA.
Compare [5] and [4].
With a basis {eo,el,e2,e3} one associates the primitive idempotents

a) ~ (1 ± eo)

c) ~ (1 ± el eo) and equivalently ~ (1 ± e2 eo) and ~ (1 ± e3 eo).

4.2 We choose a vector v with v 2 = -1 and orthogonal to €, that is to say v·e = i(v€+ev) =
OandvA€= ~(v€-ev)=v€.

Consider the bivector 0' = v €. It has the properties

O't = €u€ = ewe = eev€ = eeve = v€ = 0'

and

0'2 =ve v€ =-€ V V e = 1 .
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The elements !(1 ± u) are primitive idempotents and hence generate minimal ideals in
STA. We write

x=!x(l+u)+!x(l-u) xESTA

where! x(l +u) E I~u and! x(l - u) E I~u, I~u and I~u being the minimal left
ideals of STA generated by !(1 +u) and j(l - u).
Similarly one finds

x = !(1 +u) x + !(1 - u) x x E STA

where j(1 +u) x E I.+u , !(1-u) x E I:u , I.f.u and I:u being the minimal right ideals
of STA generated by j(l ± u).
The four ideals can also be characterized by

I~u = {x E STA xu = x}

I~u={xESTA xu=-x}

I.f.u ={x E STA ux =x}

I':.-u = {x E STA ux = -x} .

4.3 The decomposition of STA in two minimal ideals is orthogonal with respect to the her
mitean scalar product

For the right ideals this is obvious. For the left ideals one uses the property (XY)4 =
(YX)4 for x or Y is even (Section 3.3 property c). One finds in this left case:

(j x(l +u), ! y(l- u)) = (~(1 +u)t xt y(1- u))OH

= (~x t y(1 - u) (1 +u ))OH = 0 .

Note also that the decomposition of STA in even and odd parts is orthogonal with
respect to the scalar product (XtY)OH'

4.4 Obviously the action from the right of the operator eU E eU ~ SU(2) on the right ideals
is invariant and likewise the left action on the left ideals is. The right action of eU on
the left ideals is as follows:
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A similar relation exists for the action from the left on the right ideals.
Summarizing we have:

eU IiO' C IiO'

.l±0' e
U

C .l±0'

I , U I'±O' e C ±e-- 0' e- .

Since (eU
) t = C U also the ideals I~e-- 0' e- and I~e--0' e- are orthogonal with respect

to (x tY)O+4 and again the same is true for I;-O'e-- and I:e-O'e--'
Next we remark that the right action of eU is unitary on STA since

(x eU
, y eU

) = ((x eU)t yeU )O+4 = (e-U x t yeU )O+4

= (x t yeU e-U )O+4 = (x t y)O+4 = (x,y)

(again we use that (xY)O+4 = (yx)O+4 if x or y is even). The unitarity of the left action
of eU on STA is obvious.
Finally note that even and odd subspaces are invariant under the action of eU •
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